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IBS-CUP’s joining to Super-Kamiokande (SK) 
(2021/04/16 ~ )

• YSF proposal for a comprehensive research for dark matter using SK 
data

• Current members: Koun Choi (YSF), Sae-eun Kim (undergraduate in 
CNU)

• On-going activities: 
- sub-GeV DM indirect detection analysis 
- Radioactivity measurement for Gadolinium samples (by IBS-CUP HPGe team) 
- participation in WCTE experiment @ CERN (in charge of black sheet 
measurement & production)

• Recruiting new members!



S.Mine’s slides     
             

mt. Ikeno



▸ Water Cherenkov detector built with 50 
ktons water (22.5 ktons fiducial volume)

▸ Inner Detector (ID) viewed by 11,000 
20” photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) 

▸ ~2 m Outer Detector (OD) viewed by 
8” PMTs (muon veto) 
 
 
 

▸ Operating since 1996,  
with 10 countries, 40 institutions, ~180 
members

▸ SK-Gd (0.02% Gadolinium doping in SK) 
phase started in Aug. 2020
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Super-Kamiokande Experiment (SK)

20’’ PMT (Hamamatsu 
R3600) 
 
• Q.E. : 21% at 360~400nm 
• Dynamic range: 1~300 p.e. 
• 12-mm thick UV-
transparent acrylic cover



slide taken from T.Yano (ICRR)



SK: 41m x 34m

IceCube string spacing: 125m

IceCube vs Super-Kamiokande
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SK: Imaging detector (40% photo coverage) 
IceCube: sparse sampling detector (1% photo 

coverage) 

Optimized for different energy range (SK: 50kton, E: 
5MeV ~ 10TeV, IceCube: 1Gton, E: 10GeV (DeepCore) 

~ PeV 

While IceCube detects highest-energy astrophysical 
neutrinos ever,  

SK is more sensitive to the lower energy (O(10) GeV 
and below) 

& can see the Galactic Center



By reconstruction of timing & spatial pattern 
of Cherenkov ring, can learn

➜ vertex position, direction, momentum

Particle ID (PID): rings are identified 
as e-like or µ-like, based on the 
geometry of the Cherenkov ring

Ring-imaging Cherenkov detector



Events categories

(fully  
contained events)

(partially  
contained events)
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contained neutrinos up-going muons(upmu)

FC events: Tracks of entire particles are contained 
inside the Inner detector(ID).
PC events: One of the particles exits the ID and 
deposits energy to the outer detector(OD)
Upmu Stopping : Enters from outside the detector 
and stops inside the ID
Upmu Through going : Enters the detector and exits 
the ID

e,𝜇 𝜇
𝜇 𝜇

Energy increases



High energy v (>100MeV) = atmospheric v

2:1 flavor ratio
•  ~10 events/day  

Atmospheric (atm) neutrinos produced 
by cosmic rays come from all direction

image by Z. Li

arxiv:1510.08127



SK atmospheric neutrino oscillation fit

Distribute events into many subsamples 
(14 FC samples) according to their event 
type:  
- single ring vs multi ring 
- particle ID of the brightest ring (e/𝛍) 
- sub-GeV/multi-GeV (</>1.33GeV) 
- # of decay electrons, 𝜋0 likelihood, v-
like/anti-v-like, …

eventually >500 bins according to their momentum and direction (zenith angle) 
→ maximum log-likelihood fit with ~90 systematic pull terms, take log-likelihood 
ratio comparing oscillatory vs null hypotheses



Q: How do you find astrophysical neutrinos in the energy range where 
atm v dominates?

A: We adopt the atm v oscillation analysis framework.

SK astrophysical neutrino search (>100MeV)



DM-induced v simulated using DarkSUSY



vs

“Sun is a large Hydrogen 
WIMP detector for free”

Spin-dependent 
50g H direct detection  ~ Sun + 10-500m2 neutrino detector
Spin-independent
1kg Ge direct detection ~ Sun + 105-107m2 neutrino detector

M.Kamionkowski Phys.Rev.Lett.74 5174(1995)

Solar WIMP principle
Sets limit on the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-section



Test the signal contribution by pulled χ2 method
Maximum log likelihood (based on Poissonian statistics) fit for

“SK data” against “atmospheric v MC + WIMP v MC”
to find best fit value of WIMP contribution
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β is the global normalization parameter stands for 
the allowed fraction of the signal MC input

i: bin index;
j: systematic error index;
σj: systematic error; 
εj: “pull”;
fji (gji): predicted 
fractional change of i-th 
bin due to σj



Data used: ~2012

Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 141301 (2015) 



peaks correspond to resonant capture on 
the most abundant elements 16O, 24Mg, 
28Si and 56Fe and their isotopes 

Equilibrium condition is harder to achieve, 
so just use <𝝈 v> = 3 x 10-26

Earth WIMP Search

to be published soon



Galactic Dark Matter Annihilation Search

astrophysicsparticle physics

constraint!

In case of neutrino annihilation 
channel, 
- monogetic spectrum: clean signal 
standing out of atmospheric/
astrophysical background 
- better sensitivities than secondary 
neutrino from other channels

Phys.Rev.D 102 (2020) 7, 072002



SK astrophysical neutrino search (<100MeV)

slide by E. O’SULLIVAN

Neutrino events observed in Kamiokande from 
supernova SN 1987A.  
The horizontal and the vertical axes show the time (minutes) 
and the number of PMTs which detected photons, 
respectively.

• if comparable anti-neutrino flux is predicted, 
IBD channel dominates the signal acceptance 
→ most of the astrophysical searches are 
proceeded with IBD signal 
* caveat : no directional information 



Inverse Beta Decay

• 1.8MeV energy threshold

• Coincidence search: spatial & timing correlation between prompt & delayed events

• electron anti-neutrino energy reconstruction:  

• energy resolution = ~14% in SK at 10 MeV 
(c.f. ~1-2% in scintillator detectors)

• Angular correlation between neutrino and lepton:  
>60° at 100 MeV     

* note: ring direction resolution is < 3° for FC 
single ring events


* multi-ring events: vector sum of the 
reconstructed momentum of each 

Cherenkov ring

* Upmu scatters before entering the detector



Slides taken from Sonia El Hedri, ICRC2021



Signal buried in the cosmic muon 
spallation and atm v events  

→ need to remove spallation & atm BG, 
characterize remaining atm BG

images & text taken from Sonia El Hedri, ICRC2021



Image by R.Akutsu

Finding neutron in pure-water data…
2.2 MeV too low for SK… 

(typically ~7 hits in the entire tank)

starts from data looking like this…

Noise hit reduction → Hit cluster search 
→ Vertex reconstruction → Feature 
variable calculation → Signal-background 
classification by MVA or BDT



Neutron tagging in the pure water

Final performance: 0.2% - 3% background 
acceptance for 18% - 30% signal efficiency

Noise hit reduction → Hit cluster search 
→ Vertex reconstruction → Feature 
variable calculation → Signal-background 
classification by MVA or BDT

Further improvement on neutron tagging 
on going - CNN, even lower trigger 
(WIT), … 
to overcome E threshold & vertex 
separation



IBD like

IBD like NCQE-likevisible-mu like

Global fit for signal flux normalization

No significant excess observed 
Combined 90% C.L.: 𝚽 < 2.7 cm-2/s for 

E>16MeV 
Model prediction:  𝚽 = 1.7 cm-2/s [Ando et al 

(NNN05)]

Limit within a factor two of the prediction!

New result will be published soon 



Solar anti-𝛎e search

• In the sun, natural β—-decay anti-𝛎e has low energy 

(<3 MeV) and photo-fission emission anti-𝛎e (3-9 
MeV) has suppressed flux (O(10-3) cm-2s-1)

• O(10-2~101 ) cm-2s-1 region can be a target to 
search for new physics appearing in solar anti-𝛎e 
flux

• assuming solar 8B flux-induced anti-𝛎e, search was 
done in 7.5-15.5 MeV energy window (solar anti-v 
flux search ~ any steady anti-v flux search without 
signal flux modeling)

• upper limit for the conversion probability P(𝛎e → 

anti-𝛎e) is estimated to be < 1.4x10-4 (90%C.L.) 
(c.f. KamLAND P < 5.3x10-5)

arxiv:2012.03807

https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.03807


sub-GeV Galactic Dark Matter Search

Phys.Rev.D 102 (2020) 7, 072002

why we didn’t analyze below 1 GeV?
1) no interest in sub-GeV dark matter so far 

2) no interest in <100MeV atm v data so far → signal acceptance for sub-GeV dark 
matter was anyways bad, so not explored



connection to DM will be via singlets of the SM gauge 
group

• Neutrino portal:

Slide by Silvia Pascoli, INDEES2021

Search for Dark matter in Dark Sector via 𝛎

“A tantalizing possibility of a strong 
connection between dark sector & neutrino 
physics”

 



vector mediator

“Can successfully produce thermal relic”

scalar mediator

FermiLAT

light DM already ruled out by charged particle annihilation 
channels but neutrinos

in case of 
neutrino portal, 
neutrino probes 
could dominate 
sensitivity to the 
dark sector

Hoof et al.(1812.06986)

Slatyer (1506.03811)

Blennow et al. (1903.00006)

Search for Dark matter in Dark Sector via 𝛎



Sub-GeV Galactic Dark Matter Search

where SK can do the best

arxiv:2005.01950  
N.Bell, Dolan, Robles

HK sensitivity is expected to be close to the thermal cross-section

Requires good sub-GeV signal acceptance & low or well-understood BG, good 
energy resolution, (+ good angular resolution)

also Palomares-
Ruiz et al. 
(0710.5420), 
Del Campo et 

al. 
(1711.05283), 
Klop et al. 

(1809.00671), 
Blennow et al. 
(1903.00006), 
Arguelles et 

al. 
(1912.09486)



Linking HE analysis & LE analysis for complete DM-v search

200MeV DM-induced neutrino may deposit half of the signal >100MeV and half 
<100MeV…
need to treat HE + LE data simultaneously 
(also needed for boosted-DM searches)
 
atm v flux has O(100%) uncertainty below 100MeV, errors in cross-section entangled 
with flux measurement

Currently rely on T2K data, problem is the stat. error & data/MC discrepancy, and the 
fact that they are measuring different things → large sys error (60~80%)

Perspective of Y.Ashida: 
External neutrino, nuclear and hadron experiments 
are needed

Not only the flux aspect, but the final state (neutrons, 
γ’s, hadrons) 
We need separate modeling for flux, xsec, final states

Oxygen neutral-current event (NCQE)



Neutron tagging in Gd loaded water
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 concentration) we will be able to tag neutrons with high efficiency

Idea proposed as GADZOOKS!
by Beacom & Vagins PRL.93, (2004) 171101

Neutron tagging in Gd loaded water

slides taken from M.Vagins…?



Super-Kamiokande Gadolinium Project (SK-Gd)

Primary goal: first observation of DSNB 
 

Also aims for: 
improving pointing accuracy for galactic supernova

reducing proton decay BG
improving v/anti-v separation (for T2K and atm v osc analysis)

Reactor neutrino measurement 
Reducing NCQE errors & improving NCQE signal acceptance

dissolves 0.2% gadolinium-sulfate (Gd2(SO4)3) into the water



slides taken from L.Marti



Timeline for Gd-loading in SK



▸ Super-Kamiokande has a good signal acceptance for sub-GeV astrophysical sources

▸ Recent results for GC DM, Earth DM searches using HE v, DSNB, solar anti-v searches 
using HE v

▸ HE + LE combined search will be essential for various DM signals

▸ First SK-Gd loading completed in 2020, data analysis coming soon & further loading 
planned in 2022 - rich potential in many aspects foreseen including DSNB & DM searches

Summary 35

Thank you for listening!


